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MagBytes; the fine print 
This is a free New Zealand subscriber email info magazine from the NZ Apple news and info site mac-nz.com.
MagBytes tells you what’s happening and what’s new in the world of Apple every month, compiled from Mac NZ. 
Learn tips and how to do interesting things with your Macs and iDevices, and how to get more out of them. 
MagBytes is brought to you by Mark Webster, onetime editor of NZ Macguide magazine and a long-time trainer and commentator on Apple and the world of technology. 
Mark wrote about Apple for a worldwide audience on the New Zealand Herald under the title ‘Apple Watch’ (2009-2014) and at his Mac NZ Apple info site. You can store your issues of 
MagBytes on your HD, Thumb Drive or on CD/DVD, read it on screen, or even just drag it to iTunes (or to iBooks, from Mavericks) to have it appear on your iPhone and iPad (inside iBooks) 
next time you sync. Or print it out, even – and please feel free to pass MagBytes on. 
MagBytes is free to receive and you can opt out any time by sending an email here with ‘opt out’ in the subject line. The email list is guarded and private and held by Mac NZ for this purpose 
only. Find out more about the MagBytes Apple newsletter online (click on Mac NZ MagBytes Newsletter at top centre).

July 2015 ~ 
•2——Mac News ~ Apple Music, 

Jobs, Mac production, money, 
R&D, cars, iTunes 12, Photos, 

Diversity, Flash, sales, Lovelace, 
packaging, 10 games. 

•5——Updates ~ Next Mac OS, 
MacBook Pro, Skylake, Microsoft, 

Music, update anciens. 
 •6——Mac Help ~ In Northland, 

Auckland & Christchurch. 
•7—— iOS & iDevice news ~ 
Chinese counterfeits, iPhone 

ads, accessibility, iOS overtakes 
Windows, Music data, Apple Watch 

in New Zealand from 31st July. 
•9——Tips & Tricks ~ Safari and 

Photos on Mac, Apple Music. 
•15——How To ~ Finding files, 

images and documents on Macs. 
•16——Shiny & New ~ iRig Mic 

Studio, Osmo kit for iPad.

Monthly NZ newsletter of  things Apple for your edification and delectationMagBytes

Apple has announced the New Zealand availability of  Apple Watch from 31st July, starting from NZ$599. 
(Image from Apple’s New Zealand Apple Watch store page.)
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Mac News Apple Music ~ Jobs documentary ~ Mac production may rise

Apple Music rock’s Bob’s world
Bob Levitus of the Mac Observer writes “in my humble 
opinion, the music industry will never be the same.
“Apple Music has many features, but first and 
foremost, it’s a streaming music service with over 30 
million songs available for your listening pleasure at 
any time on any Apple device. 
But it also includes a new Internet radio station called 
Beats 1, dedicated to music and music culture 24/7; 
human-curated playlists; new music recommendations 
tailored to your musical preferences; and my 
favourite feature of all: Siri is woven deeply into the 
fabric of Apple Music.” But another long-term Mac 
commentator, Jim Dalyrymple, takes the opposite 
view. 

First trailer for Jobs documentary
Oscar-winning documentarian Alex Gibney and 
Magnolia Pictures have released the first trailer for the 
movie Steve Jobs: The Man in the Machine. The movie 
will be opening on September 4, and is an unflinching 
– and some say unflattering – look at the Apple 
co-founder. 

Apple to increase Mac production?
Apple’s Mac orders with suppliers have remained 
constant, and are expected to increase overall during 
the second half of the year, heading into the lucrative 
holiday shopping season, according to a new rumour 
out of Apple’s supply chain. Apple shipped 4.7 million 
Macs during the June quarter – an increase of 9% year-

61 Hurstmere Road, Takapuna 09 486 1493
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Enhancing Your Apple Experience
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More Mac news is collated online

Mac News Financials ~ R&D ~ cars ~ iTunes 12 ~ Photos ~ diversity ~ Flash

THUNDERBOLT™ ADAPTERS 
AND CARD READERS

sonnettech.com

over-year while the Windows-dominated 
PC market continues to decline.

Apple’s latest quarterly results
Apple released its fiscal year 3rd quarter 
results late yesterday, and the numbers 
look great. The company posted a 
quarterly revenue of US$49.6 billion 
with a net profit of US$10.7 billion ($1.85 
per diluted share). That’s in comparison 
with the year-ago quarter when Apple’s 
revenues were US$37.4 billion with a net 
profit of US$7.7 billion. Apple Insider has 
a Notes of Interest, and Macworld has 
a ‘Five biggest takeaways‘. [Usual story: 
Apple did really well, but nothing’s ever 
good enough for Wall Street.]

Apple R&D budget has soared
Apple’s operational expenditures on 
research and development activities 
surpassed $2 billion for the first time ever 
during the company’s third fiscal quarter 
of 2015, a number equal to 4.1% of total 
net sales.

Apple hires longtime auto exec
It has emerged that Apple hired 
automotive manufacturing and quality 
control executive Doug Betts, suggesting 
the company is moving forward with 
a potential heavy industry project 
rumoured to be an electric vehicle. Betts 
most recently served as Head of Quality 
at Chrysler Group, now Fiat Chrysler 
Automobiles. [So what will the next Apple 
rumour be, a fridge?]

Take Control of  iTunes 12
Befuddled by how Apple Music changes 
the iTunes interface? Want to know how 
Apple Music intersects with iTunes Match? 
Tired of playing hide-and-seek with the 
iTunes sidebar? Wish you could organise 
your podcasts? Wondering what the 
difference is between loves and stars? 
In this FAQ-style ebook, Kirk McElhearn 
(author of The iTunes Guy column at 
Macworld) explains not only how the 
iTunes features work, but how normal 
people can make iTunes do what they 

want. It’s in PDF form and costs US$15.

Troubleshooting Photos
With the release of El Capitan’s public 
beta, those with the desire to engage in a 
bit of risk have gotten a glimpse of Photos 
1.1, a release that isn’t just an extension 
of the original version: it also seems to fix 
bugs. Macworld tells you how to cope in 
the meantime.

Recruitment improving
Efforts by Apple to improve recruitment 
of women and minorities in its workforce 
are slowly paying off, the company has 
revealed, as it hopes other corporations 
will follow its lead in diversity and 
transparency.

Flash must die
Glenn Fleishman notes that Flash’s 
time has been over for years, but inertia 
has kept flawed technology alive and 
exploitable. It’s time to kill it off. Flash is 
a constantly exploited, superannuated bit 
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Mac News Mac sales up ~ 20th C Mac ~ Lovelace ~ packaging ~ 10 Mac games

of technology that useful in the early days 
of multimedia in web browsers, and now 
deserves to die, and here’s how to survive 
without it.

Mac sales up while PCs decline
Continuing to buck trends, Mac sales 
rose 16.1% year-over-year in the June 
quarter even as the PC industry as a whole 
shrank 11.8%, according to new estimates 
published on Thursday by research firm 
IDC. In all, IDC estimates that some 66.14 
million computers were shipped during 
the quarter, with Apple being the lone 
top-five vendor to post positive numbers.

The mysterious 20th 
Anniversary Macintosh
It didn’t fit into any product line, only a 
few thousand were made, and nothing like 
it would ever be made again. The TAM was 
a complete aberration. It doesn’t fit into 
any product line, it cost US$7,499 when 
introduced, only a few thousand were 
made, and nothing like it would ever be 
made again. 
Few enough people have even heard of 
it, never mind know what one looks like, 
and fewer still own one. And yet at the 
same time, the same design decisions 
gave us the basic formula for an all-in-

one — which 
we first 
saw with 
the iMac 
G5 — clearly 
informed 
the design of 
the TAM.

Ada 
Lovelace 
brought 
to life
Ada Lovelace 
was the first 
computer 
programmer 

thanks to her work on Charles Babbage’s 
Analytical Engine, in turn the first 
programmable computer. 
Now she has the opportunity to come back 
to life, in a manner of speaking, as a LEGO 
Ideas project. 
The proposed kit includes Ada and Charles 
minifigs, the Analytical Engine, punch 
cards, plus a pet owl.

Apple co-designs packaging
Apple is giving its in-store accessory 
selection a makeover – literally. 
The company is reportedly working with 
accessory makers like Mophie, Incase, 
and Logitech to redesign their product 
packaging so everything sold in Apple 
stores will have that distinct Apple 
aesthetic. 
[Uber control freaks!]

10 Mac games
 June brought another strong selection 
of new and interesting games spanning a 
wide array of genres and price points. 
The list includes several small, exciting 
indie games including the gripping Her 
Story and addictive You Must Build a Boat, 
along with larger-scale experiences like 
LEGO Jurassic World and Massive Chalice, 
so it might be a good idea to give these 
ten games a look.
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OS X El Capitan won’t be just a tune-up
OS X Yosemite has been a bit of a problem for some users, 
especially with networking, and so the WWDC announcement of 
El Capitan was broadly greeted 
with enthusiasm. 
Apple’s stated focus in the 
keynote was on the experience 
and performance, but we’ve 
learned that important changes 
under the hood will also contribute to security and better 
networking. Here’s a look at how El Capitan is going to affect you 
for the better.

Microsoft Word 2016 is a much needed update
Microsoft Word still matters for tens, hundreds, thousands of 
people. It’s an indispensable tool for getting daily business done. 
What you may notice is that Word now supports more Mac 
OS-only features such as full screen mode, multi-touch gestures, 
and retina graphics.. [But has it fixed the UK Dictionary problem 
that’s existed for over a decade?]
You can check out a free trial version.

Next Macs may have Skylake CPUs
Leaked Intel Skylake info reveals future MacBooks will gain 
graphics boosts, better battery life — Newly-leaked Intel 
presentation slides suggest the company’s upcoming Skylake 
processors could bring important performance and power 
consumption improvements to future Macs.

Apple fixes 2015 MacBook Pro flash storage issue
Apple has pushed out a MacBook Pro firmware update to 
address issues users of 2015 models with corrupted data.

Music Library DRM issue fixed in iTunes 12.2.1
iTunes users who were surprised to find some of their personal 
music incorrectly tagged with DRM copy protection can breathe a 

sigh of relief because iTunes 12.2.1 is out, and it fixes 
the problem. 
The issue helped feed into the confusion over 
whether or not Apple was adding copy protection to 
all of the music in our personal libraries.

Apple update arrives after 22 years
Only 22 years after its last update Apple IIgs System 6.0.1 is 
getting a new update. 
The version 6.0.2 update added support for Apple’s Ethernet 
for Appletalk card, fixed an HFS bug that could lead to file 
corruption, fixed PASCL.FST and DOS33.FST bugs, addressed bugs 
in TextEdit, Font Manager, and Window Manager and more. It’s a 
free download at the A.P.P.L.E. website.

Updates Next Mac OS ~ MB Pro ~ Skylake ~ Microsoft ~ Music ~ ancient update
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Apple support & 
AppleCare
Apple’s official support pages 
are comprehensive and cover all 
aspects of Apple hardware and 
software – it’s here.
Plus there’s Intro to the Mac and How Tos.
AppleCare: If you need your Mac fixed, 
look for an Apple licenced repair centre. 
People often ask me if they should buy 
AppleCare with their devices. 
Every new Mac has a one-year warranty 
and 90 days free phone support. 
AppleCare extends this all out to three 
years. Under NZ law, you are covered by 
the Consumer Guarantees Act against 
anything going wrong that comes 
down to parts failure within reasonable 
expectations (say, inside three years’ use), 
but be prepared to spend anxious time on 
the phone, sticking to your guns to get it 
fixed. 
However, this absolutely does pay off.
AppleCare is expensive, depending on the 
device, but it’s a replacement policy which 
covers you anywhere in the world. 

If you travel and you want full reassurance, 
and you can afford it, AppleCare is superb.

Mac Senior Net — ready to help
If you are aged 55 years or better and you 
use an Apple computer or device, Mac 
Senior Net is a wonderful resource.
 
Auckland: Mac Senior Net Auckland 
provides on-going Apple Mac and iDevice 
knowledge to help competency, learnt 
alongside others in similar situations. 
The Auckland Club holds monthly 
meetings in Howick, Bayswater and 
Remuera and provides lessons and talks 
very reasonably. Go to MSN Ak’s web page 
or email Marion Moffat.
Handy Absolute Beginners’ courses are also 
available at SeniorNet, including for iPads.

Christchurch: With nearly 600 
members, this very active Apple-
focussed group covers Christchurch with 
a dedicated lab – and caters to the city’s 
surrounds by running iPad sessions in 
rest homes. This is a large, well-run and 
successful group.

Mac & iDevice training in Grey 
Lynn, Auckland 
You’re getting MagBytes and may be 
following my weekly Friday tips on Mac 
NZ – but I also run the Grey Lynn Sessions 
in Auckland (click on Training). This is the 
cheapest way to learn, at $40 per session 
in a friendly, group environment. A new 
series is starting Wednesday March 4th at 
7:30pm. Please email if you are interested 
in attending, as I only book a room when I 
can guarantee five attendees. The sessions 
are friendly, open to questions at all times 
and are backed up by handouts, and one 
is running now on Wednesday nights 
(7:30pm). I train (one-to-one at your home 
or workplace (in Auckland) for $95/hour. I 
also present to institutions.
Please email Mark for more info.

Mac diagnostics
Your Mac has various diagnostic tools and 
routines available. If you think things are 
going awry, check the Help page on Mac 
NZ (click on Help at the top).

Mac help in the North 
Dave Boswell has been a reseller in 
Whangarei for 20 years and can assist. 
MacNorth Computers 09 433 9855,  
027 490 2332, or email Dave Boswell.

Mac Help Apple assistance
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iDevice news
iPhone counterfeiter
A Beijing business making counterfeit 
iPhones failed to follow one of Mac 
Geek Gab’s tenets: don’t get caught. 
The business produced over 41,000 
knock-off iPhones before police 
raided their factory and shut them 
down. [With Apple’s high profit 
margins on devices, you can see the 
attraction.]

The power of  plain language
Apple launched a website last Friday 
called ‘Why there’s nothing quite 
like iPhone.’ It’s a multipage display 
that is gorgeous, laid out well, and 
interactive, but what stands out for 
Bryan Chaffin is the company’s use of 
plain language to encapsulate what 
fans of iPhone think about our device. 
On every page, Apple strikes to the 
core of our love for iPhone in a way 
that may resonate with real people. 
[Go to the site and scroll or arrow 
down – it is beautifully designed.]

App Store accessibles 
Observing 25 years of the US 
Americans with Disabilities Act, 
Apple is profiling a collection of 
accessibility apps expressly designed 
to accommodate users with vision, 

Counterfeits ~ iPhone campaign ~ accessible apps
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iDevice newsiOS overtakes Windows ~ Music data ~ NZ Apple Watch

hearing, speech, physical and motor skills or learning and literacy 
issues. [These appear in the NZ Store along the top special 
features section; scroll left or right until it appears.]

iOS has overtaken Windows
A symbolic thing happened this last June: the world’s second 
largest mobile operating system overtook Wintel machines in 
unit sales. And iOS is the #2 mobile platform behind Android. For 
sure, the developed world still does most productivity, creative, 
development, and scientific and mathematical work on Macs and 
PCs. Mobile is still better suited to consumption than creation, 
but we nevertheless do more and more on our mobile devices.

New Zealand Apple Watch prices start at NZ$599
Days after inadvertently announcing Apple Watch would launch 
in New Zealand on July 31, Apple updated its regional online 
storefront to reveal prices starting at NZ$599 for the aluminium 

Apple Watch Sport models and up to NZ$30,000 for the top-end 
Edition versions. The Apple Watch will also be available in Russia 
and Turkey.

Apple Music and your iDevice data plan
 If you’re loving Apple Music but hating how it’s eating through 
your cellular data plan, there’s a fix for that. You can stop Apple 
Music from streaming over iPhone’s wireless data connection, 
although there are some strings attached.

Non-techies love their Watches more than techies
97% of Apple Watch owners are either Somewhat Satisfied or 
Very Satisfied with the devices, according to a survey. 
The survey of some 800 Apple Watch owners places customer 
satisfaction above both the original iPhone and the original iPad, 
but more interestingly, the survey suggests that non-techies love 
their devices more than those more technically inclined.

New iPod 
touch 
The new iPod 
touch packs 
the same A8 
chip found in 
the iPhone 6 
and 6 Plus, 
making it an 
exceptionally 
compelling 
and 
competitive 
product.
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Safari on Mac has many powerstips&tricks
1/ Customise the toolbar — Many Apple 
apps, including Mail, Finder and Preview, 
let you customise the toolbar. Safari does 
too – in any of these apps, hold down 
the Control key on  your keyboard then 
click the grey area in the title bar roughly 
as shown above, and choose Customize 
[sic] from the pop-out. At the very least 
you might want to turn on ‘Icon and 
Text’ so you can at least see what those 
hieroglyphs mean. You may find many new 
capabilities in several apps using just with 
this simple trick.

2/ Show tabs clearly — Safari compresses 
tabs into smaller and smaller rectangles 
the more you add (control-click any link 
on a page, choose ‘Open in New Tab’ to 
use this feature, or click the central scroll 
button on a multi-button mouse – since 
the scroll wheel is also a button – to 
launch links into new tabs). These tabs are 
separated by vertical bars and they end up 
being so compressed you can’t read them 
any more – you end up with no idea which 
tiny rectangle is which tab. You can click 
on the left-most region of a tab and let 
the tabs expand from the left side, but if 
you have a tab on the far right to alternate 
with, the drill starts all over again.
However, look at the  Safari menu called 
View and choose Customize Toolbar (or 

launch this feature as above). Find the icon 
called Show All Tabs and drag it up into 
your toolbar, then click Done.
Now, when your tab bar gets all 
compressed, you can click this icon to see a 
grid of thumbnails that nicely summarises 
your active tabs, big enough to remind you 
of the contents of each. Click the one you 
want to zoom it back as the front tab.

3/ Turn off pushy Notifications — Recent 
versions of Safari allow websites to ask 
permission to send you Notification Center 
alerts. For the sites you like and trust, this 
can be a good thing, to notify whenever 
they have new material for you. But if you 
want to control the sites have asked so 
far (or if you would just like to turn this 
feature off completely), open Safari and 
choose the Safari menu item ‘Preferences’.  
From the window that’ll appear, click on 
the “Notifications” tab. Within that, you’ll 
see the websites that you’ve already had 
requests from, and you can change their 
permissions. Turn off the checkbox that 
turns off the asking altogether.

4/ General notifications — Clicking the 
Notifications Preferences button as above 
will take you over to System Preferences> 
Notifications, where you can control the 
types of pop-ups you get and how they 

behave for each individual site.

5/ See what your friends are sharing — 
(This was new to me too.)  Hold down the 
Control and Command buttons on your 
keyboard and while they’re held down, 
press the 3 button along the top of your 
keyboard to open Shared Links in the 
sidebar. This left-side column (as below) 
then shows you all the links shared by 
people you follow on social media.
(If you haven’t entered your Twitter or 
Linked In details you need to go to System 
Preferences>Internet Accounts, click 
on Twitter and add your related ID and 
password.)
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Photos on Mac may not be iPhoto, but it is good editortips&tricks
1/ Using the Tilt Wheel to straighten 
images — When your horizon line is 
off-kilter, Photos’ tool is less obvious 
than it was in iPhoto but it’s still there. 
To straighten an image in Photos, first 
double-click on the image you want to 
correct, and then choose the Edit button 
at upper-right. When you do so, you’ll see 
your tools appear along the right side. 

Crop is the one you’re looking for. Within 
Crop you can drag the handles along the 
edges of your image to crop it, and use 
the buttons at the bottom to change the 
aspect ratio, flip the image horizontally, 
or let Photos attempt to straighten and 
crop your picture (by clicking the “Auto” 
button). But straightening the image 
yourself is pretty easy: when you’re in Crop 
mode, a small tilt wheel appear at the 
right side of your chosen photo (above).
Click and drag on that wheel to adjust 

the angle of your image, and use the 
helpful grid lines that appear to make your 
horizon (or verticals) straight.

2/ Compare images for before-and-
afters — If you edit a picture (for example 
by applying a filter or adjusting colour, 
exposure etc), hold down the M key 
while you’re still in edit mode to see the 

original; release that 
key, and you can view 
your edited version 
for comparison’s sake. 
But Crop an image 
and press M, and the 
program stubbornly 
refuses to show you 
the original (and you’ll 
hear a ‘you can’t do 
that’ alert beep for 

emphasis). Hopefully Apple will fix that …

3/ Exporting still images from videos — A 
new trick you can do with the new Photos 
program) is 
exporting 
frames from 
videos. The 
feature’s a bit 
hidden, but 
it’s still really 
simple. Start 

by double-clicking on any video to open 
it, and then click on the gear icon that’ll 
appear on the control bar. The option is 
called ‘Export Frame To Pictures’. This 
puts the frame into the Pictures folder in 
Finder, please note, and not into Photos’ 
Library.

4/ Other Gear choices in videos — There 
are some other handy choices: Trim is 
useful as is Reset Trim if you’ve gone 
wrong when you tried to edit. Set Poster 
Frame changes what thumbnail Photos 
shows on the selected video when you’re 
scrolling through your library, and the 
final option lets you swap back and forth 
between scanning and stepping controls 
to either step through a video frame by 
frame or scan forward and back in the 
more traditional manner.

5/ Smarter Smart Albums — Choose 
File>New Smart Album or press 
Command-Option-N once you’ve 
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Photos has Smarter smart albumstips&tricks
launched Photos on your Mac (note that 
you can’t create smart albums in Photos 
for iOS). In the sheet that appears, use 
the menus to pick criteria. Click “+” to add 
another row of criteria (to remove a row, 
click “-”). After adding a second row, use 
the Match menu to tell Photos to include 
pictures that match any of the criteria or 
all of it.
Tagging pictures and videos as a favourites 
causes Photos to tuck them into the 
Favorites [sic] 
album which is also 
a smart album. 
Unfortunately, 
after a few months 
of happy-go-lucky 
‘favouriting’, the 
album gets bloated, 
so it’s no longer 
useful for finding 
stuff quickly. A 
solution is to track 
down favourites in specific albums. To do 
it, create a smart album that includes the 
criteria “Photo,” “is,” “favorite,” and then 
add another row that includes “Album,” 
“is.” Then, pick the album name from the 
third menu, and then set the Match menu 
to all.
Another way to tame a gigantic Favorites 
album is to locate favorites based on a 

certain time period. Create a smart album 
that includes the criteria “Photo,” “is,” 
“favorite,” add another row with “Date,” 
use the second and third menus to drill 
down to the date range you want, and 
then set the Match menu to all.
If you shoot with multiple cameras, you 
can create separate smart albums for each 
model. Create a smart album with the 
criteria “Camera Model,” “is,” “Canon 5D 
Mark III” (or whatever). Add another row 

to limit the album to a specific lens, date 
range, album (or several), favorites, and so 
on, and then set the Match menu to all.
If you spend a little time training Photos’ 
facial recognition feature, you can round 
up pictures of certain people (handy for 
slideshows and other projects). Create 
a smart album that includes the criteria 
“Face” and “is,” and then pick a face tag 

from the third menu. Add another row 
that includes “Face” and “is,” and pick 
another face tag from the third menu. 
Repeat until you include all the people you 
want in the album and then set the Match 
menu to any or all.
A smart album with the criteria “Photo,” 
“is,” and “tagged with GPS” gathers all 
your GPS-tagged images. Add another row 
of criteria, say, with “Text,” “includes,” 
“Manhattan,” with the Match menu set to 
all creates an album with all the pictures 
you’ve taken (and will take) in Manhattan, 
New York, excluding any that contain 
Manhattan elsewhere in their metadata—
say, in a description describing the famous 
cocktail you enjoyed at dinner.
If you (wisely) use keywords and you 
frequently use the search field to find 
certain ones, create a smart album that 
gathers them instead. That way you get 
all the images that currently have the 
keyword(s), as well as any future images 
you apply those keywords to. So if you 
keyword your flower shots with flower, 
create a smart album with the criteria 
“Keyword,” “includes,” and “flower.” 
To find your macro flower shots, add 
another row with the criteria “Lens,” 
“includes,” and “Lensbaby Muse” (or 
whatever macro lens you use), and then 
set the Match menu to all.
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Apple Music is the subject of  many opinions. It’s also pretty usefultips&tricks
1/ Use the mini music player while 
browsing Apple Music — The new Music 
app in iOS is chock full features, including 
the Beats 1 radio station, the 
For You recommendation 
engine and the Connect social 
network. Apple has included 
a mini player that allows you 
to control your music while 
you browse through all the 
content in the app.
The mini music player is the 
little horizontal strip at the 
bottom of the screen just 
above the bottom navigation 
bar. It displays the current 
song playing and even displays 
tracks that you are listening to 
on Beats 1.
It has a small play/pause 
button and a three ellipse button that 
pulls up a menu with track options to 
“Add to My Music”, “Show in iTunes Store”, 
“Share” and more. You also can tap on the 
centre of the player to launch the song in 
full screen mode.
Once you are in full-screen mode, you 
can tap the small circle at upper left to 
minimise the player back down into it’s 
horizontal strip and go back to browsing 
content on Apple Music.

2/ Add an image and nickname to your 
profile — One appealing feature of Apple 
Music is the social aspect: you can curate 

your own playlists and share 
with others. In order to do 
this, you need to make sure 
you have your user name 
set up.
First, launch the Music app 
(the new one with the white 
background and gradient 
icon) and take a look at the 
front page. 
Tap the person silhouette in 
the top left. On the account 
screen, you’ll see your name, 
and a space for an image and 
a nickname. Tap that area 
and add whatever you’d like 
your nickname to be (in my 

case, macnzMark), and even adjust your 
name if you want to. 
Tap the edit just below the circle with your 
initials in it and you can add an image from 
your device as your user image. Currently, 
this nickname doesn’t appear to do much 
aside from show up on your comments 
if you comment on Connect pages, but 
it stands to reason that in the future you 
can follow others (aside from artists with 
Connect pages) and find playlists by your 
friends.

3/ Use Siri with Apple Music — Apple has 
steadily improved Siri’s music controls, 
allowing you to open the music app, play 
songs, and even identify tunes using 
Shazam. This integration continues in the 
new Apple Music with Siri allowing you to 
interact with Apple Music tracks, Music 
Radio stations and even Beats 1.
Here is a small sampling of the things you 
can say to Siri:
Play Tropical Hotdog Night from Captain 
Beefheart
Stop playing the music
Resume Playing
Add this song to music
Add the song on the radio to music
Listen to Beats 1.

4/ Request a song — Apple has set up a 
special Request a Song page on Tumblr, 
with lists of phone numbers covering 
various regions. You can use the Messages 
app for iOS or Mac to send a request to 
beats1radio@icloud.com, and you can even 
just call: people from outside the listed 
regions must call a US number where 
long-distance charges apply– from New 
Zealand, it’s +64 9-887 8360. The US and 
the world is +1 (310) 299-8756
If you call one of these, you will be asked 
to leave a recorded message with your 
name, location, and the song you want 
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Music can be your audio-appreciation musetips&tricks
1/ Stream a song to wake you up — If 
you’re one of those that charges your 
iDevice in your bedroom, you might 
already be using it as an alarm clock. Add 
any songs you want to use for your alarms 
to My 
Music.
Then open 
the Clock 
app and 
choose 
Alarm and 
either add a 
new alarm 
or edit an 
old one. Tap 
Sound and 
above the 
standard 
ringtone 
selection 
you would 
normally 
pick from, 
there’s now an option to ‘Pick a song’ (left) 
from your Apple Music catalogue. The 
possibilities are endless.

2/ Get Siri to play songs you like — If you 
like a song you’re listening to, you can say 
to Siri ‘Play more songs like this one’ and a 
new playlist will be created. 

before hanging up. Request messages 
themselves may be played on air, but there 
is no guarantee an Apple DJs will accept 
a request, and some shows are repeats or 
simply  do not accept suggestions.

5/ Remove Connect from Apple Music 
and replace it with Playlists — While 
Apple Music Connect is a social network 
for musicians to ‘connect’ with their fans 
by sharing content and adding comments 
when their fans respond, Connect isn’t 
for everyone, and you can remove it from 
Apple Music if you’re not interested. Once 
removed from Apple Music, the Connect 
tab is replaced by Playlists.
Here’s how to make the switch. Removing 
Connect requires you to setup Restrictions 
and use the parental controls to block the 
Connect social network. Open the Settings 
app and then go to General > Restrictions 
> Enable Restrictions. You must enter a 
parental control password — remember 
this password in case you need to get back 
inside this Restrictions menu to restore 
Connect. In these parental controls, you 
can select the toggle to disable “Apple 
Music Connect.” Similar to other iOS 
toggles, green is on and grey if off.
When you return to the Music app, you 
should no longer see the Connect tab. In 
its place is the very useful Playlist tab. If 

you do not see these changes, then you 
should close the Music app using the iOS 
task switcher and restart it.

More: connect with and follow favourite 
artists — a strong feature of Apple’s new 
streaming music service is Connect, a 
social network for musicians and fans. 
It’s actually one of the simpler features 
of Apple Music. Following a specific artist 
is easy: just access their individual page 
and tap the Follow button and they’ll 
automatically start showing up in your 
Connect stream. Get to an artist’s page by 
tapping their name when you’re looking 
at the detail view of an album or song, or 
use the universal search field to find their 
individual pages directly. Manage your 
entire list of followed artists from your 
account page: tap the small outline of a 
person in the upper left of most screens, 
then tap Following to bring up a list of 
every artist you’re following (and you can 
unfollow any artist from there).
Apple allows you to automatically follow 
any artist when you add their music to 
your library, an option that can be enabled 
or disabled from the same screen. Tapping 
Find More Artists and Curators will bring 
up a list of follow recommendations based 
on your library and the artists you already 
follow.
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Music can be your audio-appreciation musetips&tricks
You can also ask Siri to, for example, play 
hits from a certain year, to shuffle the 
playlist and add songs to a collection.

3/ Fine-tuning and improving 
recommendations — You would have told 
Apple Music the genres and artists you 
love) when you first signed up, and Music 
used that information to create some 
pretty on-point playlist, artist, and album 
recommendations. These appear in the For 
You section. 
But keep fine-tuning your preferences with 
every song you listen to, and Apple Music 
will one day know exactly what you want 
to hear. Use the heart button liberally 
on songs and playlists so Apple Music 
knows what you like. Hate something 
recommended to you in For You? Give 
the heart an extra long press and more 
options will show up. 
At the bottom, tap on Recommend 
Less Like This. Eventually, your 
recommendations will be perfectly on 
point. (If you want to start the process 
afresh, Go to the For You tab and tap the 
silhouette icon in the top left to open your 
account page. 
Then just tap Choose Artists for You, and 
you get to do the whole thing again – and 
tap a bubble twice if you really like it.)

4/ Listen over cellular, but 
watch your data — If you get 
an error that you can’t listen to 
Apple Music without Wi-Fi on 
an iPhone (or iPad with a SM 
card), go to Settings>iTunes 
& App Store, and turn on the 
switch to Use Mobile Data. 
There’s also a switch to allow 
the Music app to Use Cellular 
Data in Settings>Mobile that 
should do the same thing — 
and that menu even shows you 
how much data the Music app 
has consumed since the iOS 8.4 
update (or whenever you last 
reset your stats).

5/ Personalise your playlists 
with photos —  Go to My 
Music>Playlists>New and tap 
on the Camera button in the 
top left corner. From there you 
can add an image from your 
Camera Roll or take a new 
photo. 
If you want to change it later, 
go to the playlist, tap Edit, and 
then tap the little camera icon 
that appears over the playlist’s 
cover image.
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Thanks to ‘Recent Items’, the documents you work on are always fairly closeHow To
Finding files is not so hard
One of the most important facets of 
Macs and iDevices is Spotlight, an Apple 
app that finds things: files, emails, even 
odd bits of text within documents. 
Every iteration of OS seems to add more 
features to it, and that almost ever-
present top-right window allowing you to 
search is one of Spotlight’s features. On 
iDevices you used to swipe to the right to 
find Spotlight: now you swipe downwards 
from the middle of any Home screen (the 
icon view, in other words) and you have the 
same Spotlight features for iPhone/iPad/
iPod touch. 

Recent Items 
While these 
are wonderful 
– and invoking 
Command-F 
on Mac gives 
you even more 
Spotlight options 
than choosing 
the search engine 
from top right 
of your screen – 
they’re not they 
only mechanisms for finding files.
One of the most important, on Mac, is 
Recent Items. This is in every Apple Menu 
(at top left) and by default it displays the 
last ten applications you used and the last 
ten documents you had open. You can 

even change this, in System 
Preferences under the 
General tab – your choices 
are None, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30 or 
50. Chances are, this is the 
quickest way to find that 
elusive document you had 
open – faster even that using 
Spotlight. 

Inside apps
Additionally, many Apps also 

have an Open Recent option in the File 
menu. So if your document isn’t listed in 
Recent Items in the Apple menu, but you 
know you were using Microsoft Word, say, 
or Nisus Writer Pro, it may still be listed in 
Recent Items, boot the app and in its File 
menu, see what’s listed right there.
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shiny&new iRig Studio Pro mic ~ Osmo adds tactile activities to iPads for kids

Osmo
A new world for 
iPads and iPhones 
opens up when 
you attach certain 
things to them: cases 
that make them 
environment-proof, 
lenses for iPhones 
etc. 
Parents and 
educators, 
meanwhile, worry 
their kids aren’t 
getting enough real-
life experiences. 
An entry in the 
kids’ field uses an 
ingenious system 
of a clip-on mirror 
(the red thing on 
the top of the iPad 
in the picture, right) 
to direct an iPad’s front camera field-of-view onto a table or 
desktop, and apps that respond to what the camera then sees in 
ingenious ways. The kit includes the base, which the mirror part 
fits into when not on the iPad, and packs with letter and tangram 
tiles. With the iPad in the base and the mirror clipped on, you’re 
all set up. From here on, it depends what app you boot. The 
possibility of professional applications for this type of technology 
hold great promise, I think. It’s in the NZ online Apple Store.
Smart, intriguing, and genuinely educational: NZ$129

iRig Mic Studio
A handsome, old-style microphone made from metal, the iRig 
Studio Pro has a nice little metal tripod mount included in the 
kit. The  Studio is designed to stand on a desk for professional-
sounding voice and other acoustic recordings. If you need a 
better, and relocatable, microphone for adding voice-overs to 
iMovie and Final Cut projects, for a much better Facetime/Skype 
experience and, most importantly, for GarageBand and Logic 
voice and instrument recordings, this is a very useful, quality 
microphone. The barrel of the Studio has a gain control, plus 

a direct volume 
control to monitor 
the sound as you 
record; this is 
opposite a stereo 
minipin earbud/
headphone jack 
on the other side 
of the barrel, 
which you can plug 
something into for 
direct monitoring. 
(I reviewed this 
fully on Mac NZ).  
A welcome and 
well-built device 
for anyone into 
Mac/iDevice 
recording & quality 
digital audio: 
NZ$399 from 
September.
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